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The July meeting was cancelled, but the next meeting of the W7ORC is Wednesday August 20
th

, 6:30 

at the Omak Library. The presentation will just be talk and sharing stories about the fires this summer. 

The big news is the Carlton Complex Fire and the associated radio activities. This newsletter will deal 

with the information that was made available to us from the different EOC and other radio operators 

that responded.  Most of the responses will be in their entirety. We did not edit the content. 

First, our club, not being KK7EC, did step up and helped where they could, 

 Donna W7LPZ and Dana KG7MIY went to the Bat cave and helped monitor and man the KK7EC 

radios there. Sandy K7AUC offered to go to Okanogan immediately and work on the disabled HF 

antenna on the Sheriff’s office roof and was told that he did not need to come they had someone to take 

care of it. Mike W7MCM and Sandy K7AUC answered a call for equipment when the Methow Club 

asked for help, donating Radios, power supplies; coax and misc. items and Sandy actually drove them 

to The Methow to save them a trip south. Those of us with home stations were ready to stay and 

monitor, but were told operators would need to be at the Bat cave to monitor. KK7UF was ready to go 

to Okanogan to help before he heard that Ki7dg had arrived at the Bat Cave and had it under control. 

Those of us that have HF capabilities were monitoring 3985 just in case traffic need to be passed. 

 

First is from Mike W7MCM: 

  

The fire was sparked by a lightning strike in the Methow Valley Monday afternoon July14th and started 

on the Stoke Ranch Road. I am not going to go into the details of the fire here because this is not what 

this is about. Let’s just say that it was burning in the Methow. 

By Thursday the fire was burning completely out of control and I was listening to the scanner in the 

morning and heard that it was coming up over Texas Creek and had crossed French Creek. I did a quick 

google earth search and saw it was coming towards our area but never imagined it would go where it 

did. I have been up in that area and knew there are some very nice vacation homes built up in the area. 

Level3 Evacuations were ordered for Bill Shaw Road, French Creek and up in that area.   

It was getting very smoky in our area and I was watching the locals on Facebook, which by the way is 

where I learned most of the current information and still do. I was talking to K7AUC, Sandy, in Pateros 

and he was aware of the fires as well. The fire was really burning faster now and the scanner was very 

busy.  

In the afternoon I heard the fire had reached Hiway 97 and I looked towards Pateros and saw the fire 

crest the hill south of me. I ran and got my cameras and tri pod to try to get some good pictures. I got a 

phone call from my friend KK7UF and he mentioned that I was probley in a level 1 evacuation state (I 

had not seen or heard that we were in any level  of evacuation) and should be kind of ready to go. I 

looked around and realized I had nothing ready. So I got very busy getting things ready.  

Then the winds picked up even more up to over 30 mph and were blowing in my direction. The fire 

was moving very fast and was from the hiway to the top of the ridge and I heard that Harmony Heights 

had been evacuated and the fire was going up there. Police on the scanner were saying tumble weeds 

were blowing across in front of them on fire. I heard Pateros was being evacuated and homes were 

being lost. I had the car packed and was ready to leave. We do have orchards all around us but the way 

the wind was blowing I knew the embers could fly this far. I had sprinklers on the house and around the 

out buildings.  I heard level 3 evacuations for the north side of Brewster above the hiway. The Hospital 

and Harmony house were evacuated. About 11:00 pm I saw the fire had slowed and was going around 

out town of Brewster. .  So I know I could stay home and keep an eye out, whew! 

So now to The KK7EC group and the EOC how they handled the repeaters and this emergency 

fire situation. 
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The KK7EC 145.450 and 146.720 repeaters were completely silent of any emergency traffic and 

mostly quiet from local use, since the fire started July 14th.  Saturday July19th I took a drive up 

towards Malott and  Al KK7UF and I started giving information back and forth, on the 145.450 

repeater. As I was driving up old hiway 97 where the fire destroyed homes and property, I was giving 

up dates. It was really bad in a lot of places with power poles burnt, farm machinery and fields with just 

stubble burnt, it looked like the fire almost burned dirt.  

 So Sunday July20th, 5 days after the Carlton Complex fire started I had put together a bag of clothes to 

take to the victims and headed up old 97 again. AE7LI out of Wauconda started using the 145.450 

asking where the KK7EC group was and why they were not using their repeaters to update information 

about the fires and road closures. Nothing was heard out of any one there. Al KK7UF me W7MCM Jeff 

AE7LI and Trisha KF7YOZ and Donna W7LPZ were giving information back and forth and still 

wondering what happened to the KK7EC group. Well they must of heard, as Denny KE7TUQ,  came 

on the air about 10:30 and said SAR were at the Okanagan fair grounds and had set up a donation place 

and gave me directions to the place so I could drop off my bag of donations. Then Denny asked if I 

would be willing to go sit in the Sheriff’s office Bat cave for the KK7EC group, which I am not a 

member of. Well as most everyone knows, I am the care giver for my 92 year old mother and do not 

think she would like to sit in the cave and monitor radios, so he put the call out to anyone listening and 

if he heard nothing he said “ I will go to the other side of the house and ask for help, like WHAT?? Any 

way Donna asked if the radios were ready to go there and I said yes, we were told they were ready to 

go. So she went in to help. And that was the last we heard until Ki7dg came on said the 2 meter radios 

did not have the tones put in them, and they were looking for the book on how to put them in, which I 

myself find very strange, since the tones have been required for over 2 years, so no one has used the 

radios in the Bat cave for that long? Hummm, anyway, they finally got them working, but discovered 

the HF antenna on the roof of the Sheriff’s department was down and had been for over a year. 

Later that day when I was at my home QTH I offered to monitor and relay to the Twisp repeater, 

KB7SVP Dave’s 147.220, as I can hit that repeater as well as the 145.450 and the 146.720 and the 

147.100 in Chelan, and the 146.780 on Goat, and was ignored by the ones manning the bat cave, and 

that was that. 

July21st Monday morning, Chuck KI7dg got on the 145.450 and announced that the sheriff now has 

taken control over the 145.450 repeater( they do own and control it)  and it no longer can be used for 

anything but EMERGENCY TRAFFIC,  no idle chatter or non emergency traffic. That is the first we 

heard any official announcement on any of the County’s repeaters, we will have a link to the YouTube 

recorded conversation between ki7dg and KF7YOZ explaining it here http://youtu.be/jgZe2yZqOk8 

 Not one person said anything about ARES or RACES being activated at this time, and we heard none 

of the KK7EC group, even Loren WZ7T who is the EOC for district 7 was never heard on the air until 

well after the county took over the repeater.  

 After the announcement ki7dg asked me on the air if I would be a relay and monitor the Twisp repeater 

for them, As I had other plans that day and because I had offered my services to him the day before and 

was ignored, and because before this the local hams were sharing information about road closures, new 

fires, stuff related to the fire but no emergency traffic, but had there been any, we hams would of surely 

stood by and let emergency traffic be passed and relay if needed, I was pissed off that they would 

actually stop that, so I adamantly refused, it was all I could do to keep from yelling and cussing about it 

on the air but I did and the email I got from ki7dg is here:  Hi Mike 

I am a little disappointed in your attitude today.  I think it showed a real lack of class to yourself and 

the Club. Your comments this morning when asked to relay could have been answered in a more tactful 

way.  As it was your remarks happened to be heard in the main EOC room.  A number of people came 

into the Communications room and wanted to know what that was all about. Then your disparaging 

http://youtu.be/jgZe2yZqOk8
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remarks this afternoon with Al KK7UF was  uncalled for.  That showed your arrogance and again lack 

of class.  You may not agree with the operation of the EC but we were following the rules.  Our Mission 

was in a standby ready mode and we fulfilled that mission.  The negative remarks about the amount 

and lack of traffic is immaterial as we were doing what were told. The County is faced with the biggest 

disaster in it's history and you and your club choose to sit it out because of personalty problems.  A 

definite lack of class and thanks to your remarks others who might have been so inclined to assist in 

this disaster may not.  I understand your club chooses not to participate in an EC operations, and I 

don't have a problem with that.  Keep the negative remarks off the air.  I would think that in this 

instance you or your members would want to be a part of history and who know maybe save a life or 

property. 

Chuck,   KI7DG   Assistant Emergency Coordinator 

So that was his comment to me. Personally I did not reply to this email, I attempted to several times but 

I just could not put into words what I wanted to say. 

Hopefully for the next emergency everyone will be more prepared. Sometimes that is all it takes to get 

the ball rolling 

Here is Chuck explaining the use of the repeater and not allowing the information to be passed. The 

dangerous info was “ if you find 3 ribbons on your gate or mailbox, you are under level 3 evacuation, 

leave immediately” 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgZe2yZqOk8 

 

 

Here is the final report from the Okanogan EOC: 

 
Sent: Saturday, July 26, 2014 12:04 PM 

Subject: Fire Storm 2014 
 

Here is what I can release at this time.  Any additional info will have to come from the SO information 

office.  That may be some time as all agencies would be submitting reports to be complied into a formal report (I 

assume).  This is only the operation at the EC and does not take into account the hams who were providing other 

services at the EOC such as what Denny KE7TUQ was doing 

The EOC was activated the afternoon of the 19th.  The EC was activated by myself at 1300 hours July 20th and 

operations terminated at 1000 hours July 26th.  We also were requested to provide a connecting link with the 

Chelan EOC on their repeater.  David W7USC  EC from Mosses Lake was up from the Chelan EOC to set up the 

connecting link.  Our hours of operation ran from 0800 to 2000 hours daily. 

For two days a call for help from the ham community went unanswered.  (maybe in part because of the 

malicious intent of the UTube posting of my conversation with the negative comments along withignorance of 

EC operations.).  The following hams answered the call.  A typical day would be Donna and Steve doing the AM 

shift with myself doing the afternoon and continuing sometimes into the evening.  Loren and/or Norma would 

cover some of the evenings.  Donna bless her heart covered some of the evenings also. 

Donna W7LPZ

Steve KE7OWG 

Loren WZ7T 

Norma AC7YL 

and my self as AEC Chuck KI7DG 

Dana KG7MIY with no experience sat in on two shifts to learn the operation in order to handle a shift.  The 

operation was shut down before his services were required. 

Our Mission was to receive and send priority and emergency messages/traffic only.  Due to the rumors floating 

around we were limited to that information given to us.  That didn't happen until later when repeater restrictions 

were relaxed but even then the flow of information was minimal.  We got more info off the Chronicle web site 

than from the EOC. 

Chuck Williams, AEC KI7D

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgZe2yZqOk8
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Here is what we received from Chelan EOC aka South Carlton Complex: 

Volunteer's :Eric kf7eel 14hrs several station id's no important messages passed. 

Roy kg7laz 5hrs several station id's 1 important messages passed. 

Robert ke7fan 4hrs several station id's no important messages passed. 

Charles? Call sign? 2hrs several station id's no important messages passed. 

Cain Ke7isr 8hrs several station id's no important messages passed. 

Gregory kg7fga 24hrs several station id's 1 important messages passed. 

Kg7fga provided equipment and antenna.     KK7EC never did contact Chelan to tell them they had 

shut down in Okanogan. W7MCM   heard on the 145.450 that KK7EC was shutting down and 

never heard it on the 146.780, the repeater that KK7EC was monitoring as was the Chelan EOC. It was 

news to them, and since their only purpose was to monitor for KK7EC, they shut down immediately as 

well. The news came barely in time to tell replacements that were coming from Wenatchee. Here is a 

recording with Chelan’s EC KG7FGA and W7MCM 

http://youtu.be/d3Vf82CQ5YE 

 

This came in from the Methow group: 

Methow Valley amateur radio communication during fire crisis. 

 

No activation of local amateur radio community established via 

ARES/RACES organizations. One MVARC operator did receive a telephone 

call before things blew up from area ARES director to round up local 

operators to be on standby. 

Same operator received emails from OCDEM regarding going to standby status. 

 

No contact by those persons was established with Jerry W7UVI. Jerry is 

the designated Methow Valley ARES liaison in the OCDEM emergency plan. 

Communication via cell/landline/internet was soon severed. 

 

A msg was passed via Pitcher Mt. Repeater to KB7SVP that Scott Miller 

was requesting contact via telephone, numbers were given. Phone lines 

however were down and contact was not made with Scott. Follow up 

requests for traffic to Scott Miller via Pitcher Mt. repeater were not 

answered. Follow up via Tunk Mt. repeater was also not successful. 

 

Not sure who sent them, but it sounds like there was a (RACES ?) team at 

the Aero Methow emergency back up ham station that was communicating via 

the Tunk 145.450 repeater. Unknown if local emergency traffic was 

relayed thru that team. No liaison contact was made with local Methow 

Valley hams by this team. No local Methow Valley amateur radio traffic 

was passed to this team. 

 

Power was lost to the entire Methow Valley. 

Internet access was lost as the fiber optic lines are carried on 

the same transmission poles as the power. 

Long distance via landlines was down. 

911 service was down. 

http://youtu.be/d3Vf82CQ5YE
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Cellphone service was up and down intermittently. 

Verizon seemed more robust then AT&T. 

Methow Valley area wide 146.520Mhz cross band link system down due to 

power outage and no back up power source. 

 

Public emergency messaging regarding fire evacuations notices/warnings: 

Face to face notification only was made by law enforcement. 

*No EAS messages were initiated or sent by OCDEM.* 

 

First several days Methow Valley MVARC hams used the McClure 147.220Mhz 

repeater for fire reports, road closure reports, evac notice reports, 

wind/weather reports, etc, amongst themselves and for neighbors. 

Much health and welfare traffic passed regarding evacuated local hams 

and neighbors. There was no structured emergency net. 

Some MVARC hams were actively involved with fighting fire at home 

locations, and some were evacuated. 

 

One lightning (during the second lightning storm) strike caused fire on 

Patterson Mountain south west of Winthrop was called in via amateur 

radio as landlines/cellphones/911 were down. 

Traffic was between  the fire spotter KB7SVP and W7MCM in Brewster (via 

the McClure repeater) who relayed the information to 911. 

Fire fighters were dispatched quickly and put out the fire before it

spread beyond 1/4 acre. 

 

*Having a local repeater dedicated to local emergency traffic was vital 

for the local community.* 

 

The propane generator at the McClure MV communications site worked 

superbly and kept the site power up 100% of the time that the commercial 

power was out. The two local FM radio stations on McClure lost their 

audio feed when the internet went down and broadcast dead air for 5 days. 

 

After things calmed down regarding the initial firestorm MVARC hams 

switched to recovery mode. 

 

As local ARES activation and the means of communication to ARES chain of 

command was absent it was up to the local MVARC club members to initiate 

contact with each of the designated shelters and offer radio 

communication assistance. 

(In the previous 18 months contact with shelter personnel had been 

established and slow progress had been ongoing concerning installing 

antennas, transmitters, etc. However, this was still in the planning 

phase and no equipment, or locations at the shelters were designated for 

operating an emergency station.) 

 

Emergency amateur radio support to the community in the Methow Valley 
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was limited in the scope of communications they were able to provide as 

available licensed operators were in extremely short supply. 

 

Some that had signed up for emergency communications were MIA and/or 

more comfortable with helping relief efforts in a non radio operator role. 

Many Methow Valley citizens that visited the emergency stations made 

comments about wanting to get their ham licenses. 

 

Many visitors made comments about reinstalling or purchasing CB radios 

as the cellphones were useless and FRS did not have the range. 

 

All emergency communicators that took part had little to no training or 

experience before this event. Each and every participating ham had a 

willing heart and mind to help out and learn while on the job. 

 

One of the shining star communicators was 12 year old General class 

operator, Kaity - KF7UNI, who did a very professional and efficient job 

as she worked at the Winthrop Red Cross shelter maintaining 

communications with Carlton and Twisp. Kaity said that she was able to 

monitor traffic with a handheld radio while helping feed evacuees and 

when a radio call was received she used the base station 

with it's higher power for transmitting. 

 

Another shining star is Miller, AE7YX, while monitoring/passing traffic, 

Miller was helping keep the generators going in Carlton, relaying 

information from fire fighters and basically being a jack of all trades 

as needed. Miller also stayed at his home 

QTH after evacuating his family and made sure his home and neighbors did 

not go up in smoke. 

 

Miller and Barbara, AE7YX and KG7AJK made initial contact at the Red 

Cross shelter in Winthrop and received a request for a radio for one of 

the Red Cross workers who was a ham but had not brought radio equipment. 

Another Red Cross worker had a hand held but needed a better antenna. 

Contact with the Winthrop Red Cross shelter  management was made and a 

request for communications was received. 

 

Julie and David - KC7UJN and KB7SVP made initial contact and liaison 

with CBC (Cascade Bible Church) disaster relief center management and 

received a request to provide emergency communications. 

Julie and David made initial contact/liaison with the Carlton relief 

center and received a request from relief center 

management to provide emergency communications. 

 

 

Julie and David also surveyed each location for where to set up 

equipment and noted what was required. A request was sent out over 
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the repeater for equipment. Mike - W7MCM and Sandy - K7AUC answered the 

call and quickly gathered equipment together and delivered it to Millers 

- AE7YX location. 

 

David - KB7SVP provided technical support, installing radios, antennas, 

chargers, batteries and repairs as they were needed. Due to 80% + 

hearing loss KB7SVP only passed traffic on a back up basis while 

monitoring from the KTRJ-LP studios amateur radio station. 

(KTRJ is in the midst of construction phase with only the EAS monitoring 

system remaining to be finished. KTRJ did >not< go on the 

air with local emergency information as it was assumed that local EAS 

messages were being sent. As the KTRJ EAS was not complete, KTRJ did not 

want listeners to miss crucial EAS messages that KTRJ could not relay.) 

 

Methow Valley shelters/disaster relief distribution points. 

 

Station 1: Red Cross Shelter at the Winthrop Barn. 

2m amateur radio station on power supply, full time generator power at 

facility. Homebrew dipole antenna tacked to wall at first, then moved to 

outside hung from eaves of building. 

Operators Kaity - KF7UNI Mon-Wed, and Rick - N7WPT Thurs. 

Health and welfare traffic passed. 

 

Station 2: Cascade Bible Church in Twisp. 

2m amateur radio station, CB base station, both on battery with float 

charger when the generator was running. 

Operators Julie - KC7UJN Mon-Thurs, Kaity - KF7UNI Thursday. 

Health and welfare traffic passed. 

Julie, KC7UJN was instrumental in disseminating contact information 

between the shelters/relief points and shelter information to the community. 

 

Station 3: Carlton relief center at The Local Church. 

W7MCM loaner handheld on external antenna (using a fox hunt tape measure 

antenna) and operators mobile radio. 

Operators Miller - AE7YX and Barbara - KG7AJK 

Health and welfare traffic passed. 

 

Station 4: Twisp Community Center, not activated, no local contact 

person. On site Red Cross relief vehicle personnel declined amateur 

radio local communications service and communications link with other 

local shelters/distribution sites. Stated had satellite phones for 

communications with higher ups and saw no need for field communications 

with local organizations. 

 

Station 5: Aero Methow, used for RACES operation for official back up 

communications. No local traffic passed. No contact made with RACES team. 
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Station 6: Methow Valley High school. No emergency shelter activated as 

the grounds were used for fire camp. No contact with fire management 

personnel. 

Base Station 1: 

KG7AJK/AE7YX. 

Base Station 2: 

W7MCM 

Base Station 3: 

KB7SVP/KC7UJN/KF7UNI 

Base Station 4: 

KTRJ-LP studio station 

Base Station 5: 

WA7MAZ 

Mobile Stations: 

AE7YX 

KG7AJK 

KC7UJN 

KB7SVP 

Red Cross workers Bob - N7CWT portable at Winthrop Red Cross shelter and 

while delivering food, used a MVARC handheld (the fox transmitter). Lisa 

- KC7BYJ Red Cross driver, portable operation on personal handheld, 

upgraded extension handheld antenna donated by W7MCM. 

 

Reports received from Republic radio operators that informational 

traffic such as road closures, etc, were prohibited on the 145.450 

repeater and the linked repeaters. 

IE, the repeaters were dedicated to emergency (RACES ?) traffic and 

personnel and not available for local use. 

 

MVARC members are glad that the UHF link to that repeater was not active 

as the McClure 147.220Mhz repeater was vital for local communications 

and it would have been extremely detrimental for local 

emergency communications and health and welfare traffic to not have 

priority use of this local repeater as it is the only one in the area 

that covers the full Methow Valley. Having to deal with opposing view 

points about its use or status of being linked up for RACES dedicated 

use would have been a serious distraction in a time of crisis. 

 

Some MVARC members are discussing the need for an additional area wide 

linked system that is not part of a RACES dominated system and is open 

to all in emergency situations. 

 

-Dave Corrigan, KB7SVP 

President, MVARC 

GM, KTRJ-LP FM 93.7 Winthrop Wa. 
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This is what I received from the HF net that was connected to Camp Murray: 

 The Camp Murray RACES team was asked to activate around 14:00 on Thursday 7/24. At that time we 

were informed that communications to E Wa were unreliable and the folks at Camp Murray wanted to 

have Amateur radio in place should they be needed for backup communications. The main target were 

the folks in the Okanogan area and specifically they were hoping to establish communications with the 

Okanogan Co EOC. We did not pass any formal traffic but there were a number of folks that tested 

radio paths to with us using 75M and 60M. We had a minimum of 2 people in our station from 07:00 

until 19:00 daily from Thursday and we anticipate securing on Tuesday 7/29 at 19:00. If needed after 

that then they will re-activate the team. In addition to the staff in the RACES station we had an offsite 

relay station helping us anytime we were in the station. We utilized stations in Canada, Ephrata, 

Spokane, Goldendale and Kent. Having off site stations helps spread our resources to better hear weak 

stations.  

 

We don't control the activation in other counties so we don't know how many agencies activated their 

Amateur operators. I am assuming that hams were active but just not on hf but I don't know for sure. 

Several emails went out and items were posted on WebEOC trying to get the word out that we were on 

the air. That was the most we could do from our end.  

We were not operating under RACES rules so this was an ARES net. A general message was posted on 

the state Yahoo site informing folks that if they wanted to take the opportunity to test their radios with 

Camp Murray they were welcome to do so and a number of folks did. While we were not busy passing 

traffic we did take the opportunity to get some good hands-on training for the team members that 

participated. While it might have been a bit more fun if we were busy passing traffic, that would have 

meant that folks were having problems and they were needing our help. Our not being busy meant they 

were getting by on their own equipment. Sometimes not being busy is a good thing. 

 

We did have several FEMA and Red Cross folks come by as well as some EMD staff and express their 

gratitude for coming to help. It always helps to get a pat on the back. 

 

If you have any more questions please let me know. 
 

Thanks, 
John Rader AA7ZV 

RACES Station Manager 

 

Well that was quite a bit of information. We appreciate all the time and effort you all put into getting 

this to us. I would like to summarize it all. The ham response was very impressive, the number of 

operators and locations manned. The home station of every amateur seemed to work flawlessly.  The 

operation of the government station was a bit less flawless, it seems the tones for the 2 meter radios 

were not turned on. That means those radios were not operated for almost 2 years! The HF antenna was 

inoperable and even though a qualified amateur volunteered to come and do the needed repairs, to the 

best of my knowledge it is still not operable after 5 days of activation. That with the goal of the HF net 

being to contact Okanogan EOC, it seems it would have been easier if Okanogan had HF capabilities. 

If one reads the letter from Chuck KI7DG AEC/ ASS SEC MAN 

“ and thanks to your remarks others who might have been so inclined to assist in this disaster may not” 

He must think as he wants others to believe that the way to get emergency operators is to buy radios 

with tax payer money and then when you have an emergency they will come out of the woodwork for 
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training.......Hey HOW about you have a trained team ready to respond! Do we wait for a burglary 

before we hire a deputy? There are several stations around the county, are there any operators ready to 

use them? The 1000's of dollars of grant money spent on Government stations seems all a waste. The 

multiple FM amateur repeaters that are owned and maintained by the sheriff, are almost unused by the 

local amateurs. The reasons are varied but no one argues that use dropped with the ownership change. 

 The belief that when all else fails ham radio gets through, is due to the fact that we are always testing 

our stations and can setup a station in a short time with very limited supplies. That combined with the 

fact that we are geographically diverse makes for a dynamic service. Just the opposite of the 

government station. The home station who found his 80 m antenna not working would fix it, right now 

sometimes in the rain if he wants on 80 meters....the government station had a volunteer to fix 

theirs....”in 2 hours can be there” They refused and still weeks later it doesn't have one working. 

On the opposite end of the spectrum the Methow group of operators used amateur owned equipment 

and volunteers to communicate for the relief shelters! They passed traffic, filled a need, performed a 

service with radio. It was pointed out that one of the radios donated for use by Mike W7MCM was 

used to report a fire! Mike was the one who took the emergency call and relayed it to 911. Saving 

maybe lives and property, way to make Ham Radio look good guys! 

The mission for kk7ec was to “ monitor and be at the ready”  Well they didn't perform too well as 

Camp Murray wanted to talk to them on HF, one of the capabilities they claim to possess. The Methow 

group was trying to contact Scott Miller on the 145.450 and the 146.720 two of the repeaters owned by 

the sheriff, could not make contact. It seems when the Okanogan EOC was called they rarely answered 

on the repeaters they owned, but were listening to an amateur owned repeater! The kk7ec group has put 

so much effort into being the Sheriff's support group they have forgotten the groups that might really 

need their help. The sheriff didn't need them for communications, and if in this biggest disaster in 

County history; One where power, phone and internet were severed. The sheriff didn't need help when 

would they. The Methow shelters obviously needed communications. One wonders if the Red Cross 

shelters in the Okanogan valley could have used some too? Did kk7ec ask or does it just not serve the 

sheriff? 

 Maybe it is time for the sheriff to get out of the business of ham radio! 
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